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ABSTRACT
M.A.R.S.U.P.I.A.L. is a multipurpose rover which has the capability to
reduce costs, add functionality, and create an all-in-one system which
solves the growing need for unmanned assistance. Using a novel track
suspension design, the rover platform is well-suited to both indoor and
outdoor environments. It is designed to be fast, agile, and rugged; the
rover will be able to take on various terrains and adapt to its
environment with a multitude of payload capabilities. Using inexpensive
radio repeater modules set up in an automatic mesh network, the
usable range of the robot can be extended quickly, easily, and
seamlessly.
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DESIGN METHODOLOGY

MECHANICAL SOLUTION

• Ambidextrous system for increased mobility
•

Fully symmetric , modular system

• Combination of Christie and Volute suspension concepts
•

• Each idler is capable of
independent motion
• Up to 100mm of vertical travel
• Excellent travel distance for
obstacles 100mm x 100mm
(4”x4”) or smaller

Upward momentum impulse from obstacles transferred into a downward force for extra traction

• Novel suspended track design that reduces excessive slack
•

Suspension design helps maintain the tension, reducing the take up for dedicated tensioners

• Independent suspension on each idler wheel for increased under clearance
•

100mm of ground clearance per wheel, 40mm total system compression

• Hub motor design with custom gearing for precise speed and torque
•

Capable of 17.5Nm at the tread, with a top speed of 2.2 m/s (5mph)

• Front & rear idlers can move
independently of each other
• Idler pairs can travel forward and
up onto a uneven surface
• Provides longer baseline contact
when climbing step-like obstacles

BACKGROUND
With the evolution of technology in the last few decades, robotics
stands out as one of the most prosperous, intriguing, and eventful new
fields. With an ever increasing presence in society, robots are taking on
a multitude of varied tasks; with each one specialized to find in its own
niche. Unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) are a common type of robot
that has the potential for extensive use in many different situations.
Currently, however, mobile platforms do not possess the flexibility that
is necessary to excel in such diverse work environments. Robotic
platforms with permanent attachments do not allow for much variation
or venture into additional areas where different platform types would
be needed. This creates excess costs and limited capacity in each
platform. If instead a single platform can be adapted to any situation,
the costs of owning such a robot will be reduced and it may be able to
compete at the same level of existing systems even if it requires a
higher initial investment.

• All elements can be compressed
simultaneously
• Limited travel due to suspension
constraints
• Prevents too much slack in the
belt, reducing risk of belt
throwing
• Maintains belt tension at all
times

OBJECTIVES

RESULTS

• Flexible payload system

• Mesh Network

• Follow safety standards MIL 883-E
• All terrain capabilities for indoor/outdoor
• Reliable communications via mesh network
• Reliable system with low maintenance interval
• Onboard computational power
• Remote viewing & control capabilities

•
•

Greatly improved communications compared to line of sight systems
Total distance varies depending on the operating environment

• Camera
•
•

Video feedback at 6 frames per second
Limited by the processing power of the Intel Atom computer

• Safety
•
•

Single fault protocol
Wirelessly disables motors when communication is lost or emergency stop button is pressed

CONCLUSIONS
M.A.R.S.U.P.I.A.L. gives an innovative new spin on the traditional military robot
platform. This includes a novel track design that combines the best performance
aspects of two widely used suspension designs into one. It also incorporates a new
type of radio system which allows the usable range of the robot to be dynamically
and intelligently extended as needed. The robot uses industry-standard software to
integrate everything in an extensible and modular fashion. Thus, the platform is
a good fit for a wide variety of applications, making it a very useful tool for
defense and commercial applications.

